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Abstract.  Data indexing is common in data mining when working with 
high-dimensional, large-scale data sets. Hadoop, a cloud computing project us-
ing the MapReduce framework in Java, has become of significant interest in 
distributed data mining. To resolve problems of globalization, random-write 
and duration in Hadoop, a data indexing approach on Hadoop using the Java 
Persistence API (JPA) is elaborated in the implementation of a KD-tree algo-
rithm on Hadoop. An improved intersection algorithm for distributed data in-
dexing on Hadoop is proposed, it performs O(M+logN), and is suitable for oc-
casions of multiple intersections. We compare the data indexing algorithm on 
open dataset and synthetic dataset in a modest cloud environment. The results 
show the algorithms are feasible in large-scale data mining.  
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1. Introduction 
Many approaches have been proposed for handling high-dimensional and large-scale 
data, in which query processing is the bottleneck [1]. Business intelligence and data 
warehouses can hold a Terabyte or more of data. Cloud computing has emerged for 
the subsequently increasing demands of data mining. MapReduce is a programming 
framework and an associated implementation for large data sets [2]. 

A concise indexing Hadoop implementation of MapReduce is presented in 
McCreadie’s work [3]. Ralf proposes a basic program skeleton to underlie MapReduce 
computations [4]. Moretti presents an abstraction for scalable data mining, in which 
data and computation are distributed in a computing cloud with minimal user efforts 
[5]. Gillick uses Hadoop to implement query-based learning [6]. 

Most data mining algorithms are based on object-oriented programming (OOP), 
which runs in memory. Researchers elaborate many of these methods [7-10].  

However, the following features in the MapReduce framework are unsuitable for 
data mining. First, in globality, map tasks are irrelevant to each other, as are reducing 
tasks. Data mining requires that all of the training data be converted into a global mod-
el, such as a KD-tree or clustering tree. The tasks in the MapReduce framework only 
handle its partition of the entire data set and output its results into the Hadoop distrib-
uted file system (HDFS). Second, random-write operations are disallowed by the 
HDFS, thus disabling link-based data models in Hadoop, such as linked-lists, trees, and 
graphs. Finally, the duration of both map and reduce tasks are based on scanning pro-



cessing, and will end when the partitioning of the training dataset is finished. Data 
mining requires a persistent model for following testing processing. 

A database is an ideal persistent repository for objects generated by data mining us-
ing Hadoop tasks. A data mining framework on Hadoop using the Java Persistence API 
(JPA) and MySQL Cluster is proposed [11]. To mine high-dimensional and large-scale 
data on Hadoop, we employ Object-Relation Mapping (ORM), which stores objects 
whose size may surpass memory limits in a relational database. The Java Persistence 
API (JPA) provides a persistence model for ORM [12]. A distributed database is a 
suitable solution to ensure robustness in distributed handling. MySQL Cluster is de-
signed to withstand any single point of failure [13], which is consistent with Hadoop. 

We performed the same work that McCreadie’s performed [3] and now propose a 
novel indexing Hadoop implementation for continuous values. Using JPA and MySQL 
Cluster on Hadoop, we propose an efficient data mining framework, which is elabo-
rated by a KD-tree implementation. We also propose an improved intersection algo-
rithm for the distributed data indexing on Hadoop [11], which can be suitable for many 
situations. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we elucidate the related 
index structures, flowchart and algorithms. Section 3 proposes the KD-tree indexing on 
Hadoop and the improved intersection algorithm. Section 4 provides descriptions of 
our experimental setting and results. In Section 5, we offer conclusions and suggest 
possible directions for future work. 

2. Related Work 
2.1. Naïve Data Indexing [11] 

Data indexing is necessary for querying data in classification or clustering algo-
rithms. Data indexing can dramatically decrease the complexity of querying. 
2.1.1. Definition 

A (n × m) dataset is an (n × m) matrix containing n rows of data, which contain m 
columns of float numbers. Let min(i), max(i), sum(i), avg(i), std(i) , cnt(i) (i∈[1..m]) 
equal the minimum, maximum, sum, average, standard deviation and count of the 
i-column, respectively—i.e., the essential statistical measures of the i-column of the 
dataset. Let sum2(i) be the dot product of the i-column, which is used for std(i). From 
the ZSCORE(x) = Error![7], the formula YSCORE(x) = Error!, is defined, where 
iStep is an experimental integral parameter. 
2.1.2. Simple Design of the Inverted Index 

In general, high-dimensional datasets are always stored as tables in a sophisticated 
DBMS for most data mining tasks. Figure 1 shows the flowchart in which the whole 
procedure is illustrated for indexing this kind of dataset and similarity querying [11]: 

Discretization calculates the essential statistical measures, then performs YSCORE 
binning on the FloatData.TXT file (CSV format) and outputs the IntData.TXT file in 
which each line is labeled with a unique number (LineNo) consecutively. 

The encoder transforms the text format file IntData.TXT into the Hadoop Sequence 
File format IntData.SEQ and generates IntData.DAT. To locate a record for a query 
rapidly, the length of the record has to be equivalent. The IntData.DAT contains an 



(n×m) matrix, i.e., n rows of records containing m columns of IDs of bins, just as does 
IntData.SEQ. 

With the indexer, the index files Val2NO.DAT and Col2Val.DAT are outputted 
with MapReduce from the IntData.SEQ file. To obtain the list of LineNo’s for a spe-
cific bin, it is needed to store the list in a structural file (Val2NO.DAT); the address 
and the length of the list should be stored in another structural file (Col2Val.DAT). The 
two structural files are easy to access by offset.  

The searcher, given a query—which should be a vector with m float values— per-
forms YSCORE binning with the same statistical measures and yields a vector with m 
integers for searching; it then outputs a list of the number of records. 

In intersection, the positions of each integer in Val2NO.DAT for a particular query 
will be extracted from Col2Val.DAT , and the lists of LineNo’s for each integer can be 
found. The result will be computed by the intersection of the lists. The algorithm for 
improved intersection is elucidated in (3.1). 
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Figure 1 Flowchart for indexing and searching on Hadoop 

2.1.3. Statistics Phase 
In Hadoop, data sets are scanned once to calculate the four distributive measures, 

min(i), max(i), sum(i) and sum2(i) as well as cnt(i) for the i-column; it then computes 
the algebraic measures of average and deviation. Therefore, a (5×m) array is used for 
the keys in the MapReduce process: the first row contains the keys of the minimum of 
a column; the second row contains the keys for the maximum; the third contains the 
keys for the sum; the fourth contains the keys for the square of the sum; and the fifth 
contains the keys for the row count.  

The algorithm performs O(N/mapper), where N represents the number of records in 
the data sets, and mapper is the number of the task of map functions. All partitions will 
have been calculated into the five distributive measures, the reduce function merges 
them into global measures. Keys for the map function are the positions of the next line, 
and values are the next line of text. 
2.1.4. YSCORE phase 

In Figure 2, the maximum number in the bins reduces to a reasonable level, by in-
creasing the iStep. The lowered numbers administer to inverted indexing.  

These interval values are put into bins using YSCORE binning [7]. Then, the in-
verted index will be of the format: the first column holds all fields in the original da-
taset; the second holds the <bin, RecNoArray> tuples. 



The YSCORE binning phase does not need a reduce function, thus eliminating the 
cost of sorting and transferring; the result files are precisely the partitions on which 
map functions work. Keys in the map function are the positions of the next line, and 
values are the next line of text. The input file will be FloatDate.TXT, and the output 
file will be IntData.TXT, as shown in Figure 2.After the statistics’ phase and the 
YSCORE binning phase, Hadoop can handle discrete data as in the commonly-used 
MapReduce word count example. 

2.2. Data Mining Framework On Hadoop [11] 
To apply common object-oriented data mining algorithms in Hadoop, the three 

problems concerning globalization, random-write and duration, posed in the introduc-
tion, should be handled. For data mining with Hadoop, a database was an ideal persis-
tent repository for handling the three problems mentioned. In the data mining frame-
work, a large-scale dataset is scanned by Hadoop. The necessary information is ex-
tracted using classical data mining modules, which will be embedded in the Hadoop 
map or reduce tasks. The extracted objects, such as lists, trees, and graphs, will be sent 
automatically into a database—in this case, MySQL Cluster.  

3. Method 
3.1. Improved Intersection 

Searching in the naïve data indexing is based on intersection of multiple index files 
[11]. In general, the lengths of each index file are not the same order of magnitude. We 
propose an improved algorithm for this kind of unbalanced intersection. 

The length of an intersection is always less than or equal to the two candidates. Fig-
ure 3 shows an example of intersection of ten arrays. Let δ be the intersection coeffi-
cient; Let x be the length of the first candidate in Figure 3. Therefore the lengths of 
intersections of multi-arrays are proximately equal to a geometric progression: x, xδ, ... , 
xδ n-1. For best performance, the arrays should be in descending order; the x should be 
the shortest. If the number of arrays is large enough, the length of the final intersection 
will be significant small.  

The algorithm first checks whether the proportion between the two candidates is 
beyond a threshold iTimesLength. If no then a normal intersection turns out, else the 
improved intersection will be performed. The proportion determine which array is 
larger to be applied in binary search. All the elements in the smaller will be scanned, 
while only a few elements in the larger will be checked. Let m be the length of the 
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Figure 2 YSCORE binning of 1,000,000 values from a normal distribution with mean 0 and 
standard deviation 1. TheseYSCORE binnings use iStep of 1, 8, 16, and 32, respectively. 



smaller, n for the larger. The complexity is O(m+log(n)). If the lengths of the two can-
didates are not the same order of magnitude, the algorithm will perform better signifi-
cantly. In fact, high-dimensional datasets always give rise to unbalanced intersection 
on Hadoop. 

Though the algorithm performs better than the naïve data indexing, a flaw is that the 
procedure of intersection can not be paralleled to MapReduce model effectively. 
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Figure 3 Abstract of improved intersection between multi-Arrays. The blue lower bars are the 
original arrays in ascend order for optimal complexity. The red upper bars are the results of 
intersection. The 10th red bar means the final intersection of the ten arrays. 

3.2. KD-tree on Hadoop 
KD-tree is a traditional data indexing algorithm. Bentley [9] discusses it in detail. 

The naïve KD-tree algorithm divides high-dimensional dataset on each dimension ac-
cording to the split value in a defined criterion (Figure 4 a).  

3.2.1. Hierarchical Bucket 
This algorithm handles large-scale datasets on Hadoop, applies the naïve KD-tree 

algorithm to small datasets under the limit of memory (Figure 4). Let iMemoryLimit 
be the limit of memory, a KD-tree will be divided into 4 levels, bucket 0, 1, 2, 3. The 
triangles denote bucket-1, which just below the iMemoryLimit. The bucket-0 means 
the internal nodes beyond the triangles, which denote the sub dataset whose size is too 
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Figure 4 Dataset in 2-space stored in JPA. The dotted area in (a) denotes a dataset. The labels 
denote the split points. The tree in (b) denotes the 2-d tree in JPA generated from the dataset in 
(a). The triangles denote the basic blocks of the dataset, which are the directories in HDFS. 



large to fit in memory. The bucket-2 and bucket-3 are not shown in Figure 4, which 
are exactly the in-memory nodes described by Bentley [14]. 

Let R be the ratio of dataset to iMemoryLimit, the number of levels for bucket-1 is 
⎡ ⎤R2log , and the number of the internal bucket-0 nodes, i.e. the number of splitting on 

Hadoop, is ⎡ ⎤R2log2 , approximately R. A node in KD-tree using JPA can be represented 
by the following MySql commands: 
CREATE TABLE ‘KD-tree’ ( 
  ‘id’ INT(11) PRIMARY KEY, ‘cnt’ INT(11), ‘mean’ INT(11), 
  ‘std’ INT(11), ‘attribute’ INT(11), ‘median’ FLOAT, 
  ‘childleft’ INT(11), ‘childright’ INT(11), 
  ‘bucket’ TINYINT(3), ‘block’ VARCHAR(1000)); 

Where ‘id’ is the primary key for each node, i.e. the reference for an object in OOP; 
‘attribute’ is to tell which column should be concerned; ‘median’ is the balanced 
split-point; ‘bucket’ is to show what type of the node; ‘block’ is important for Hadoop 
by providing the HDFS path of the dataset represented by the node. 
3.2.2. Median Selecting 

A balanced KD-tree needs the median of each subset. As shown in the textbook [7],  
median is a holistic measure that is notable in complexity. However, there is a method 
to approximate it in O(n). Let D be a dataset, D is grouped in bins according to an at-
tribute and the frequency of each bin is known. The approximate median of the attrib-
ute is given by 

 Error! (1) 

Where median is the median of a field and Lm is the lower boundary of the bin in 
which the median is; fm is the frequency of the bin in which the median is; fless is the 
frequency of the bin in which all values are below the median; N is the size of D; width 
is the width of a bin. [7]  

In Figure 5, JobMedian will scan a dataset once and the YSCORE (2.1.4) can be ap-
plied in this situation. The avg(i) and std(i) of each subset will be ready for the best 
attribute, then the subset will be grouped in bins whose width is std(i)/iStep in map-
perSelect(1..m). The frequencies of the bins will be similar to Figure 2. Finally, one 
reduceSelect collects the numbers from each map task, and outputs the median V0 of 
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Figure 5 The Data Flow Diagram of Median Selecting in KD-tree on Hadoop 



the dataset according to formula (2). The notable thing is the mapperSelects handle the 
huge dataset once, after then the reduceSelect calculate a few numbers. The sorting 
overhead is trivial compared with scanning. In JobMedian, only read operations occur 
with full speed. 
3.2.3. Splitting 

JobSplit contains only mapperSplit tasks, which do not yield normal HDFS output 
using the method output.collect() (Figure 6); instead, it writes directly to two sequence 
files in the HDFS to eliminate unwanted sorting I/O overheads in reduce task. The 
SourceDataSet is D; the ChildDataLeft is D1; the ChildDataRight is D2; and all of these 
are, in fact directories in HDFS, which contain the outputs from each mapperSplit task. 
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Figure 6 The Data Flow Diagram of Split of KD-tree on Hadoop 

Each node in the tree has to contain a member ATTRIBUTE and a member 
MEDIAN. Given a test record (an array of continuous values), the former tells which 
field should be checked, and the latter tells which child node should be selected. If the 
test record is less than or equal to the member VALUE in the member ATTRIBUTE, 
then the left child node is selected, otherwise the right child node is selected. 

As shown in Figure 4, the internal nodes in KD-tree will be persisted in database 
use JPA, and external nodes (denoted by triangles) will be directories in HDFS. 

The statistics algorithm runs in JobSplit on both sub dataset. The results sum(i), 
sum2(i) and cnt(i) of each attributes of each sub dataset on each mapper node will be 
sent by JPA to calculate avg(i) , std(i) , the attribute with the largest std(i) will be se-
lected as the best. 

Before splitting, a node in JPA will be created corresponding to D, with the best at-
tribute A0 and best splitting value V0. While scanning the dataset D, each mapper 
yields two separate files to HDFS, read and write operations occur. 
3.2.4. Merging 

By default, each mapper handles a segment of a file no more than 64MB, the num-
ber of split files may increase exponentially after JobSplit. Instead of using normal 
Hadoop Path as input, the list of Paths will be used as input of Mappers. This makes 
each mapper to scan multiple files, not a single 64MB block. Meanwhile, the average 
size of files will be checked, if files are all small enough, JobMerge will merge them 
into one file on each mapper node. The transfer rate of data will be close to the ex-
treme. 



3.2.5. Tree Building 
The above processing is just for one node. To build a whole KD-tree, the processing 

needs to be repeated recursively. A complete KD-tree Hadoop algorithm is shown: 
FUNCTION BuildTreeDFS (Path pD) 
1. rootD.Path ← pD, JPA.persist(rootD), Q←rootD; 
2. WHILE Q is not empty DO 

a. nodeD ←Q.removeFirst(), JobMerge(nodeD); 
b. IF nodeD.cnt less than iMemoryLimit THEN 

1) JPA.begin(), nodeD.bucket←0; JPA.commit(); 
c. ELSE 

1) JPA.begin(), nodeD.bucket←1, JPA.commit(); 
2) JPA.begin(), JobMedian(nodeD), JPA.commit(); 
3) nodeLeft,  nodeRight ← JobSplit(nodeD); 
4) JPA.persist(nodeLeft), JPA.persist(nodeRight); 
5) Q.addLast(nodeLeft), Q.addLast(nodeRight); 

d. ENDIF 
3. ENDWHILE 

Where JPA.persist() function means a new node is persisted by JPA; the assign-
ments enclosed by JPA.begin() and JPA.commit() mean these operations are monitored 
by JPA; JobMerge(), JobMedian(), JobSplit() are mapreduce jobs in Hadoop, which 
will be distributed to many nodes in a cluster.  

4. Experimental Setup 
4.1. Computing Environment 

Experiments were conducted using Linux CentOS 5.0, Hadoop 0.19.1, JDK 1.6, a 
1Gbps switch network, and 4 ASUS RS100-X5 servers (CPU: Dual Core 2GHz, Cache: 
1024 KB, Memory: 3.4GB, NIC: 1Gbps, Hard Disk: 1TB). 
4.2. Performance of Inverted Indexing 

We evaluated several synthetic datasets and an open dataset. Two different-sized 
experiments are shown in Table 1. A (1,000,000 × 200) synthetic data set was gener-
ated at random for test1. A (102,294 × 117) data set was taken from KDDCUP 2008 
[15] for test2. The procedure was followed according to the design (see 2.1.2). Of both 
tests, the latter takes fewer seconds for searching than the former. The SearcherTime is 
the average for a single query. 

Table 1 Comparison of synthetic and open dataset 

Item Test1 Test2 
FloatData(MB) 1,614 204 

DiscretizationTime(s) 180 59 
EncoderTime(s) 482 42 
IndexerTime(s) 8473 397 
SearcherTime(s) 1.07 0.68 



4.3. Improved Intersection 
In Figure 7, the longer candidate has 1E7 sorted random integers; the x coordinate 

gives the proportions of the shorter candidate to 1E7. The red line (normal) shows a 
constant higher time complexity between unbalanced arrays; the yellow line (improved) 
shows the time decrease dramatically along with the proportion of the shorter to the 
longer. The improved algorithm performs O(M+logN). 

We also find the critical proportion is about 200 for the parameter iTimesLength in 
the improved intersection algorithm. Because binary searches arose many cache miss 
and sequential searches make use of cache hit [16] [17], the algorithm has no ad-
vantage in balanced intersections with proportion below 200. 
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Figure 7. Runtime comparison between normal and improved Intersections. The X coordinate 
means the proportion between the two arrays, by which the length of one array will become 
shorter; while the other remains 1E7 elements. 

4.4. Data Indexing 
The essential settings in the algorithm are listed in Table 2. The setting 

dfs.replication should not be 1, which will ignore the redundancy and the network 
transfer rate. 

Table 2 Main setting. The item a,b,c are the setting in Hadoop, the item d,e is in algorithm. 

Item Transfer rate 
io.file.buffer.sizea 65536 
dfs.replicationb 2 
mapred.child.java.optsc -Xmx800m 
iMemoryLimitd 1024*1024*1024 
iBucketLimite 1024*64 

The data shown in Table 3 are average from multiple results. The data will be dif-
ferent on the situation of failure of a Hadoop cluster. The size of bucket-1 nodes in the 
KD-tree is just smaller than iMemoryLimit, it ensures that the naïve KD-tree algorithm 
can split the bucket-1 nodes into the bucket-3 nodes (in-memory nodes). The “time 



cost of bucket-1” denotes the cost of JobMedian, JobSplit, and JobMerge on the files 
and directories on HDFS. The “time cost of bucket-3” denotes the cost on memory. 

Table 3 Comparison between datasets with different size in building KD-tree on Hadoop. All 
the data is from synthesis algorithm, with 117 fields, except KDDCUP.  

Item Time cost of bucket-1 Time cost of bucket-3 
Build-KDDCUP 159 seconds 39 second 
Build-1GB 313 seconds 51 second 
Build-6GB 1963 seconds 243 seconds 
Build-32GB 30010 seconds 2703 seconds 

The transfer rates (Table 4) describe clearly the performance of data handling in the 
data mining framework on Hadoop is close to the extreme of the rack of 4 servers. 

Table 4 Comparison of transfer rate. The item a, b has only read operation, the item c has R/W 
operation. The item d means file copy between two nodes using the linux command scp; the 
item e means the direct NIC transfer rate by UPD packet. 

Item Transfer rate 
JobMergea 59.7MB/sec 
JobMedianb 64.3MB/sec 
JobSplitc 24.6MB/sec 
Net copyd 38.0MB/sec 
UDP transfere 120.0MB/sec 

Finally, the engine type of MySQL is MYISAM or NDBcluster. The difference be-
tween them is trivial in the large-scale dataset, for time costs associate with “time cost 
of bucket-1” (Table 3). A strange error will occur with engine type of InnoDB. 

The codes will be open at a cloud-based open source site, JavaForge, the SVN ad-
dress is http://svn.javaforge.com/svn/HadoopJPA. 

5. Conclusion 
An efficient high-dimension large-scale data mining framework is proposed by the 
implementation of KD-tree algorithm on Hadoop; it employs the JPA and MySQL 
Cluster to resolve problems of globalization, random-write and duration in Hadoop. 
Experimental results show that its performances reach the peak of the transfer rate in 
our environment and it is technically feasible. 

An improved intersection algorithm is proposed to enhance the naïve data indexing 
approach in paper [11]. Experimental results show that the algorithm performs better. 
The improved intersection is generic for other situations. 

We will consider how to implement more tree-based algorithms with JPA, and im-
prove our inverted indexing in future work in an effort to enhance the performance in 
larger-scale data mining. A convenient tool for the data mining framework will be a 
focus of future efforts. 
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